**CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION**

**16 CFR Chapter II**

[Docket No. CPSC—2016–2019]

Labeling of Certain Household Products Containing Methylene Chloride; Supplemental Guidance; Correction

**AGENCY:** Consumer Product Safety Commission.

**ACTION:** Guidance; correction.

**SUMMARY:** The Consumer Product Safety Commission is correcting supplemental guidance on the Labeling of Certain Household Products Containing Methylene Chloride, which appeared in the Federal Register of March 21, 2018. The document provides guidance regarding labeling to warn of acute hazards associated with paint strippers containing methylene chloride. This correction provides the appropriate link to the petition briefing package and the format of a warning label.

**DATES:** This correction is effective April 26, 2018. As established in the supplemental guidance, the guidance document became applicable on the date of its publication in the Federal Register, March 21, 2018.

**FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:** Carol Afflerbach, Office of Compliance and Field Operations, U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 4330 East-West Highway, Bethesda, MD 20814; email: cafflerbach@cpsc.gov; telephone: (301) 504–7529.

**SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:** In FR Doc. 2018–05580, appearing on page 12254 in the Federal Register of March 21, 2018, the following corrections are made:

1. On page 12255, in the middle column, correct the link at the end of the first paragraph to read as follows: “https://www.cpsc.gov/s3fs-public/Petition%20%20Policy%20Household%20Products%20Containing%20Methylene%20Chloride%20-%20May%202017.pdf?5OEQaiEtuOaf0ytaU.z3.n4Lz5t0ku.”

2. On page 12257, in the third column, correct the format of the “Updated Example of Cautionary Labeling” to read as follows:

**WARNING:** INHALATION OF VAPOR VERY HARMFUL VAPOR CAN KILL YOU IN ENCLOSED AREAS EYE AND SKIN IRRITANT. Read All Cautions on Back/Side Panel.

**DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE**

**Office of the Secretary**

32 CFR Part 292

[Docket ID: DOD–2017–OS–0022]

RIN 0790–AJ63

Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) Freedom of Information Act

**AGENCY:** Defense Intelligence Agency, DoD.

**ACTION:** Final rule.

**SUMMARY:** This final rule removes DoD’s regulation concerning the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) Freedom of Information Act program. On February 6, 2018, the DoD published a revised FOIA program rule as a result of the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016. When the DoD FOIA program rule was revised, it included DoD component information and removed the requirement for component supplementary rules. The DoD now has one DoD-level rule for the FOIA program at 32 CFR part 286 that contains all the codified information required for the Department. Therefore, this part can be removed from the CFR.

**DATES:** This rule is effective on April 26, 2018.

**FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:** Alesia Williams at 301–394–5188.

**SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:** It has been determined that publication of this CFR part removal for public comment is impracticable, unnecessary, and
contrary to public interest since it is based on removing DoD internal policies and procedures that are publically available on the Department’s website.

DIA internal guidance concerning the implementation of the FOIA within DIA will continue to be published in DIA Instruction 5400.002 (available at http://www.dia.mil/FOIA/FOIA-Electronic-Reading-Room/FieldId/39650/).

This rule is one of 14 separate DoD FOIA rules. With the finalization of the DoD-level FOIA rule at 32 CFR part 286, the Department is eliminating the need for this separate FOIA rule and reducing costs to the public as explained in the preamble of the DoD-level FOIA rule published at 83 FR 5196–5197.

This rule is not significant under Executive Order (E.O.) 12866, “Regulatory Planning and Review,” therefore, E.O. 13771, “Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs” does not apply.

List of Subjects in 32 CFR Part 292

Freedom of information.

PART 292—[REMOVED]

Accordingly, by the authority of 5 U.S.C. 301, 32 CFR part 292 is removed.


Aaron T. Siegel,
Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer, Department of Defense.

[FR Doc. 2018–08823 Filed 4–25–18; 8:45 am]
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32 CFR Part 293

[Docket ID: DOD–2017–OS–0023]

RIN 0790–AJ64

National Imagery Mapping Agency (NIMA) Freedom of Information Act Program

AGENCY: National Imagery Mapping Agency, DoD.

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This final rule removes DoD’s regulation concerning the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), formerly the National Imagery Mapping Agency (NIMA), Freedom of Information Act program. On February 6, 2018, the DoD published a revised FOIA program rule as a result of the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016. When the DoD FOIA program rule was revised, it included DoD component information and removed the requirement for component supplementary rules. The DoD now has one DoD-level rule for the FOIA program at 32 CFR part 286 that contains all the codified information required for the Department. Therefore, this part can be removed from the CFR.

DATES: This rule is effective on April 26, 2018.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Robert Milford at 571–557–7729.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: It has been determined that publication of this CFR part removal for public comment is impracticable, unnecessary, and contrary to public interest since it is based on removing DoD internal policies and procedures that are publically available on the Department’s website.

NGA internal guidance concerning the implementation of the FOIA within NGA will continue to be published in National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency Instruction Number 5750.1 (available at https://www.nga.mil/About/Documents/NGAI_5750_1.pdf).

This rule is one of 14 separate DoD FOIA rules. With the finalization of the DoD-level FOIA rule at 32 CFR part 286, the Department is eliminating the need for this separate FOIA rule and reducing costs to the public as explained in the preamble of the DoD-level FOIA rule published at 83 FR 5196–5197.

This rule is not significant under Executive Order (E.O.) 12866, “Regulatory Planning and Review,” therefore, E.O. 13771, “Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs” does not apply.

List of Subjects in 32 CFR Part 293

Freedom of information.

PART 293—[REMOVED]

Accordingly, by the authority of 5 U.S.C. 301, 32 CFR part 293 is removed.


Aaron T. Siegel,
Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer, Department of Defense.

[FR Doc. 2018–08824 Filed 4–25–18; 8:45 am]
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32 CFR Part 296

[Docket ID: DOD–2017–OS–0025]

RIN 0790–AJ66

National Reconnaissance Office Freedom of Information Act Program Regulation

AGENCY: National Reconnaissance Office, DoD.

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This final rule removes DoD’s regulation concerning the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) Freedom of Information Act Program Regulation. On February 6, 2018, the DoD published a revised FOIA program rule as a result of the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016. When the DoD FOIA program rule was revised, it included DoD component information and removed the requirement for component supplementary rules. The DoD now has one DoD-level rule for the FOIA program at 32 CFR part 286 that contains all the codified information required for the Department. Therefore, this part can be removed from the CFR.

DATES: This rule is effective on April 26, 2018.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Patty Cameresi at 703–227–9128.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: It has been determined that publication of this CFR part removal for public comment is impracticable, unnecessary, and contrary to public interest since it is based on removing DoD internal policies and procedures that are publically available on the Department’s website.

NRO internal guidance concerning the implementation of the FOIA within NRO will continue to be published in National Reconnaissance Office Freedom of Information Handbook (available at http://nro.gov/foia/docs/2016%20FOIA%20Handbook.PDF).

This rule is one of 14 separate DoD FOIA rules. With the finalization of the DoD-level FOIA rule at 32 CFR part 286, the Department is eliminating the need for this separate FOIA rule and reducing costs to the public as explained in the preamble of the DoD-level FOIA rule published at 83 FR 5196–5197.

This rule is not significant under Executive Order (E.O.) 12866, “Regulatory Planning and Review,” therefore, E.O. 13771, “Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs” does not apply.